
 

 

 

R E C R E A T I N G  R E C I P E S

Guror Handesh 

Sweet, soft and very satisfying fried 

pastries, perfect when served with yoghurt

1. Place the date molasses in a non stick pan and 

melt over a low to medium heat, stirring regularly. 

Once the date molasses has melted completely and 

the consistency is smooth, leave aside until it cools 

down completely 

 

2. In a mixing bowl add all three flours, give it a quick 

mix and then add the date molasses and the water. M

gently making sure there are no lumps and 

should be very smooth and be able to co

the spoon, leave the batter aside for at least two hours 

 

Instructions

  

R E C R E A T I N G  R E C I P E S

Ingredients 

Ingredients 

2 Cups Rice Flour

1 Cup Self Raising F

½ Cup Ground R

1 Cup Date Molasses

2 Cups Water  
 date 

, perfect when served with yoghurt 

lace the date molasses in a non stick pan and 

medium heat, stirring regularly. 

melted completely and 

is smooth, leave aside until it cools 

n a mixing bowl add all three flours, give it a quick 

the date molasses and the water. Mix 

and the batter 

h and be able to coat the back of 

for at least two hours  

5. When the top of the Guror H

nicely, then turn it over, it

to dark brown colour. Drain 

kitchen paper towels. Best 

 

3. Heat the oil over a medium to high heat to deep fry the Guror 

Handesh, using a small ice cream scooper 

place it in the oil, fairly close to the oil

4. Once it is in the oil, you will see it slowly starting

top and puff up, using your slotted spoo

of oil over the top, but be very gentle

the top of the Guror Handesh 
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R E C R E A T I N G  R E C I P E S  

lour 

1 Cup Self Raising Flour 

round Rice 

olasses 

 

Makes 24 -30  

hen the top of the Guror Handesh has puffed up 

it should be a nice medium 

rain the Guror Handesh on 

est served with yoghurt 

eat the oil over a medium to high heat to deep fry the Guror 

Handesh, using a small ice cream scooper pick the batter up and 

he oil, fairly close to the oil 

l, you will see it slowly starting to rise to the 

top and puff up, using your slotted spoon pour small amounts 

be very gentle and careful not to break 

andesh  


